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Abstract. The EURECA (EUropean-japanese Calorimeter Array) project1 was
aimed at developing a prototype for an X-ray Imaging detector based on TES (Tran-
sition Edge Sensor) technology. The software development group in this project is
responsible for the elaboration of a full set of processing chains to characterize the
instrument and to process the real data it can collect (SRON and IFCA [CSIC-UC] in-
stitutes) as well as to create the graphical tools to display the results (ISDC institute).
We present here a description of the processing chains (purpose, component tasks, out-
put information) as well as the Test Harness and the additional pipeline created to fully
process the input data according to their type and some fixed user’s specifications in an
automatic, un-managed way. They are being developed by the IFCA-SRON collabora-
tion.

1. The Processing Chains

The processing chains are a set of interactive tasks written in C++2 that make use of the ISDC
Data Access Layer Library (Jennings et al. 1998). The development of these tasks is version
controlled through a Subversion,3 to which the developers can access via a Web interface (Web-
SVN4).

1.1. Chains Structure

We have developed four different processing chains to account for TES characterization and
data analysis:

• XRAYCHAIN: It gets energy resolution of the instrument through pulse analysis

– Input: Current (I) versus Time (t)

– Output: energy resolution of TES

1See de Korte et al. (2008).

2GCC, the GNU compiler collection (http://gcc.gnu.org).

3See http://subversion.apache.org.

4See http://websvn.tigris.org.
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– Tasks: trigger (pulse finding) + pulseshape (pulse quality) + filter (pulse
template creation) + energyresol (convolution with template) + holzgauss (en-
ergy resolution)

• IVCHAIN: this chain gets the IV (current-voltage) curve characteristics analyzing the
behavior of the current while the voltage is changing in ascending and descending ramps.

– Input: input voltage V(t) and measured current I(t)

– Output: critical current, dissipated power, TES resistance in normal and supercon-
ducting states

– Tasks: ivrepr (IV definition) + ivproc (IV curve fitting)

• Z(POST)CHAIN: the chain ZCHAIN calculates TES complex impedance (CI) and then
ZPOSTCHAIN gets TES properties from this CI (bias power, heat capacity, thermal
constant, etc. ).

– Input: input noise voltage and measured current I(t)

– Output: CI and then TES properties

– Tasks: zcmplx (calculates CI) + polezero (find Gain and Poles and Zeros) +
(POST)zpars (gets physical parameters)

• TES(POST)CHAIN: TESCHAIN finds instrument noise characteristics for a given bias
voltage and the TESPOSTCHAIN fits this noise components to obtain relevant physical
parameters.

– Input: input current I(t)

– Output: fits to noise components

– Tasks: tesps (calculates current noise spectral density) + polezero (finds gain,
poles and zeros) + (POST)calcnoise (calculates Johnson and phonon noise)

1.2. Running the Tasks

The individual tasks that are part of a processing chain can be (independently) run through the
command line or using the ISDC Guest User Interface (GUI). The command line for each task
is a list of parameter=value combination for each of the parameters specified in the parameter
files. An example of the command line for the task trigger is as follows:

> trigger inFile=in.fits outFile=out.fits nbins=1000 n=1.E-5

tauFall=3.E-5 ntaus=20 numBitsQuality=16 writePulse=y ql=n

nameLog=trigger.log verbosity=3

In addition, all the tasks that make up a given chain can be run sequentially with a single
command, as in this example for the IV chain:

#!/bin/sh

IVchain chain.groupFile="groupIV.fits" chain.logfile="chainIV.log"

ivrepr.inFile="iv.fits" ivrepr.ivrFile="a_ivr.fits"

ivrepr.nbins=1000 ivrepr.tauFall=3.E-5 ivrepr.ql=no

ivrepr.nameLog="ivp_error.log" ivrepr.verbosity=1 ivrepr.ntaus=20

ivrepr.n=1E-5 ivproc.ivrFile="a_ivr.fits" ivproc.chisqrLimit=1.5

ivproc.ivpFile="a_ivp.fits" ivproc.step=10 ivproc.ql=no

ivproc.nameLog="ivp_error.log" ivproc.verbosity=1

Both the individual tasks and the complete chains can also be run using the ISDC provided
GUI. See Fig. 1 for an example of a task that is run through the user interface.
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Figure 1. Running trigger task using the ISDC GUI.

2. Test Harness

The software package also includes a suite of test perl scripts (based on the Perl Test::Harness
module5) designed for each task in every chain, aimed at checking the output results against
input (known) simulated values (TES simulator eur simulate developed at SRON). These
tests run the task installed and, in addition to screen output, generate an output summary file
(log file) with the results given by the tasks, the comparable simulated values and the results of
the tests.

Figure 2. Automatic pipeline flowchart

5See http://search.cpan.org.
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3. Automatic Pipeline

The processing chains can be run manually during the development process and for testing
purposes. However, once the software package is mature enough it should be able to run con-
tinuously, in an un-managed way over a large set of input files. This is the purpose of the
Automatic Pipeline, a set of perl scripts that automatically process a continuous flow of input
data (in FITS format) according to their data type. The flowchart of this pipeline can be seen
in figure Fig. 2. The pipeline is continuously looking for new data to be produced. Once a
new data file and its partner “flag” file (which describes the type of processing the input file
requires) are produced, the pipeline creates the directory tree to store the calculations and runs
the appropriate processing chain. Once the file is created, the FITS index files are updated with
these new data and the pipeline returns to its initial stage.
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